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1. Project Title

Journeyman´s Walk
A Quest for Artistic Knowledge Production from Dürer to Digital

2. ENDEGRA
Around Europe there are institutional, collective and private printmaking workshops which each
possess and manage, revise and develop knowledge of the different printing techniques.
This served as a solid base when this European collaboration network was initiated, built on a vocalized need for artistic and technical/craft-based knowledge exchange within this area. ENDEGRA European Network for Development and Education in Printmaking was established in 2009. We want
to ameliorate the accessibility of traditional knowledge, and from that accessibility research and develop modern technique and new print-based applications for contemporary professional artists
and advanced art students. Thus our aim is to improve the production conditions for artists using
traditional and new techniques within the area of printmaking.

3. Background
3:1 A knowledge society?
Our contemporary society is often described through the social theory of a knowledge society (Peter
Drucker) with a cultural diversity where the boundaries of art are not marked. Art meets with other
areas of knowledge, and the possibilities these meetings give, are to a large part determined by the
creative flexibility, attention and intrepidity which practitioners, beholders and other instigators are
able to offer.

3:2 Art and education
Today, the general understanding of knowledge is academized. Higher art education is supervised
by universities and hands-on art practices like printmaking are therfor subordinated and must, together with all other craft and material based arts, be described and understood through text to be
legitimized.
This academization is a depletion of art. It is not only a loss of techniques and methods, but also a
loss of language. And a loss of language in art affects the communication which affects the contact
with an audience.

3:3 Art and audience
The communication in art is always interacting with the making of art. Looking at images implies
interpretation which is an active creative and intellectual participation. It is not a passive consumption for no purpose. To present an exhibition of images is doing something with an audience – the
meaning of images are not produced merely by the artist. The audience is a co-creator of meaning.
Different kinds of prior knowledge is needed for different kinds of art.

3:4 Different ways to create meaning in art
The academization of art educations has promoted a bibliognostic approach to art which is fine and
well when the main material to create meaning is verbal language and the training is adequate for
that purpose. But there are still artists and art students that want to work with craft based art. And
the daily hands-on work in studios and workshops is still fundamental for the genesis of the craft
and material based arts that produce or process artifacts that can create meaning aside from verbal
language. This is also an advanced knowledge production which demands training, concentration
and a relevant technical and practical environment. But people working with craft based art currently have a hard time getting access to reasonable terms. Higher art education is forced to adapt to the
knowledge traditions of the university. There is a conflict, but it is not much analyzed or discussed.

3:5 What needs to be done
There is no general understanding of the ways in which a development of reasonable terms and conditions for craft based work in art should be shaped. Nor have we seen much interest for the needs
and possibilities of craft and material based art traditions that printmaking is a part of. The Journeyman’s Walk project has grown in opposition to this contemporary understanding of knowledge that
subordinates craft based knowledge. Thus the project focuses on the craft based production terms
in printmaking: What is needed for it to come about, develop innovative cross fertilizations between
old and new techniques,
in collaboration and in an advanced exchange of knowledge.

4. Our priorities: capacity building, audience development, mobility
This wording about the strategy for the three priorities of the JMW project is to be read in connection
to the timeline schedule.

4:1. Capacity building –
In the ENDEGRA network, from which the JMW grows, the strategy for capacity building is to share advanced knowledge production graphic art/printmaking through co-action across borders. A
national base is too small to bring together a critical mass to create the necessary chain reaction to
make knowledge production, artmaking & communication between printers, artists & participating
audience oscillate & prosper. Each workshop in the network has it´s own specialties, know how &
excellent skills. In the JMW project these differences will influence the artistic content of the modules & open for unexpected outcomes. Sharing and exchanging are the keywords – transboundary is
crucial but need not be transgressive to activate new possibilities. The capacity building in JMW is
thus founded in the artistic experience shared among the partners & co-producers of what it actually
takes for graphic art to come about. All art areas have their founding training & rehearsal to move
between tradition & innovation. The knowledge production in art must also alternate between the
making & the communication. One gets nowhere without the other. The actual making in art has to
be in focus, but it is never just an ”in-house” concern for artists, it always has a bearing on the utgoing
communication and the actions taken when adressing an audience.

4:2. Audience development –
Printed matter is everywhere. It is so common it often appears to be more of a nuisance than a resource. Most of this contemporary abundance of text & images, is produced for commercial reasons
& communicates in a different way than imagery & text performing in the artifactual art tradition
that the JMW deals with. Our audience development therefor has a lot to do with pedagogics. We all
have to learn how to ”read” and interpret images. Text & images are both visual ways to communicate and they both have a lot of different approaches depending on their designment (their plan &
purpose). A scientific text is not written in the fashion of fiction. Images with the purpose to describe an emergancy evacuation do not perform well given an abstract composition. Our pedagogical
vocation stems from the lack of a general education in reading and interpreting images. This might
be due to the fact that we are surrouded by images 24-7, they affect us, but we don´t really see them.
In the JMW project this is a question we will address through Open Houses, artist talks and event
printing in connection to the project modules, as well as our digital Printmaking Hub. Basic and relevant questions like: What is visual communication? What is the difference between reading text and
reading images? What is a print? What is printmaking? The keys to reading and interpreting images

are within us all. We share an inherited readiness for this visual communication – it needs not academic studies, but it is not effortless. It needs attention, feedback and an encouraging surrounding. The
JMW provides what is needed for such an encouraging context & it will be used for both theoretical
and craft based activities aimed in suitable ways at our target groups: young & old in the general
public, art students and policy makers & others in the cultural sector. Printmaking as in graphic art,
is a perfect platform for this pedagogical strategy. Printmaking IS dissemination. The defence and
development of freedom of expression, liberty of the press and democracy lays in the possibilities
of multiplication that printmaking gave us. It is a huge and crucial part of Europe´s cultural history.
Graphic art is a poetic exception in the torrentuous commercial flood of printed matter and digitized
information that has an intimate and vivid relationship to the history of printmaking. Printmaking
holds the availability and complexity of the craft based art traditions. To address an audience is to
respect an audience. To respect an audience is to use the availability to not deminish nor over-stress
the complexity that art presents.

4:3. Mobility
Contemporary printmaking has, together with other areas of visual art, theoretically developed from
the understanding of art that Rosalind Krauss presented in her essay from 1978, about sculpture in
”the expanded field”. To transform this expanded field from a metaphore to a practicable acting space in the material world, we have to collaborate across borders. The workshops we need are physically situated in different places – the knowledge to use them is mobile and flexible within each printer
and/or artist.The mobility strategy embraces a kind of ”dislocation” where printers and artists can
bring their knowledge to another workshop where the familiar structures will disrupt. The mobile
possibilities are now at hand. We want and have to use them.

5. Expanded answers
5:1 Modules – full explanation
5:2 Organization
The Journeyman´s Walk project is organized in working periods called “modules”. It consists of 24
monthly work periods to be distributed between the co-producing workshops that are associated to
the project. The principles for how to distribute the modules and what workshops will be employed,
will be settled between the nominated Journeyman, the asked for appropriate workshop and the
responsible project partner.

5:3 Contract
A contract (cooperation agreement / letter of intent) will be agreed upon and signed with each
co-producing workshop before the actual project starts. This agreement deals with budget and economy handling and what content we have decided as mandatory in the module periods.

5:4 Variety
The Modules are housed by a great variety of workshops where different specialities, expertise and
skills will influence the technical and artistic content during a specific module. But the modules also
share a general framework concerning disseminaton & audience contacts. We will put different artists & workshops in contact with each other to work & exchange knowledge, experiment to let the
creative work set the overarching conditions.

The work in itself is plenty, but we know that other possibilities will surface, as they always do when
creative people work together. From spontanious forms of artist talks, to pop up exhibitions or
event-printing. Whatever possibilities will surface during the actual period, the journeyman & his/
her host are obligated to document their work in ways decided by the steering committee. About 24
Journeymen, printers/artists will during the Project work together with 24 professional local hosts
printers/artists in different workshops & they will become active nodes in this ex-change of advanced artistic knowledge production. The JMW is not an artist in residency project, the Journeymen are
not awarded a traditional grant & the workshop is not given money for their ordinary activities. It is
a project that aims to use the variety of excellent skills and expertise that is active in the ENDEGRA
network.

5:5 What is the content of a module?
A module have two objectives: one is focused on craft based knowledge production in printmaking
& the other has it´s focus on dissemination audience development.

5:6 Hands-on craft based knowledge production
A ”Professional Host” has a crucial position in the Module and will work together with a Journeyman
part of the module time-span.
The core activity during a module is printmaking/craft based artmaking.
Subjects in a module can be: new printing techniques, introduction and tests of new materials or
new ways to use familiar materials, using recycled materials, giving and taking tutorials about practical artmaking, exchange of experiences concerning professional conditions for printers and artists
etc.
Every Journeyman will be provided with a specially designed log-book for personal documentation
of his/her work & experiences. These books will together with other results from the modules be
presented in the group show on tour that will finalize the project.

5:7 Dissemination & audience developement
The other core activity during a module is the dissemination of results from the modules and contacts with the local general public as well as other artists & other representatives of art & culture. The
mandatory activities are:
• Open Day and Artist talk (The workshop have an Open Day for colleagues and general public to
adequate ways present its facilities and the actual module and it´s process. This can also be an occasion for the journeyman to giva an “artist talk”.
• Event-printing (the workshop and the journeyman participate with “hands on” printing in external events like festivals or other cultural activities arranged on mainly local or regional levels, the
event-printing might be made as a performatve mobile activity).
• Open workshop (the workshop is open to colleagues and the general public for hands on try-outs
to learn more about printmaking).
• Exhibitions at local venues.
• Documentations for our ”Printmaking Hub” on www, Facebook and to the catalogue of the final
Group Show on Tour.

5:8 About the module budget:
Each module will be provided with a budget of € 4,223 that have to cover all costs concerning the
module work period, including fee for the professional host. We will distribute parts of this budget in
2 or 3 steps after recieving reports & receipts for previous period.

5:9 About documentation, the Printmaking Hub and our www-strategy
Print work and all other activities during a module will be documented thoroughly in photos, video
and text. These documentations are aimed for our www Printmaking Hub, our blog-based website
and our Facebook page. These are three important places where interaction with the general public,
colleagues and friends can take place.
We regard the web as an important dissemination channel.

5:10 Travel
Travel subsidies for Journeymen can be agreed to and payed for retrospectively when reciepts are
presented. These subsidies will be balanced according to travel costs and to a maximum sum of € 300

6. Communication & www strategy
6:1 GiV´s digitization
The project owner GiV has for the last 3 years worked to digitize our complete holdings of about
4000 published prints. During the autumn of 2015 we are co-financed by West Sweden Region to
launch our new website with all prints organized in complete and searchable functions that also
includes a web shop. GiV has a long-term experience of digitization and co-financed by The Swedish
Arts Grants Committee, we launched our first website in 1994.
This new website will be made accessible to the JMW project.
It is the first of it´s kind for an artist driven non-profit organisation like GiV in Sweden.

6:2 MyNewsDesk
Our communicator will use MyNewsDesk as a pivot point to organize our communication about the
project, it´s content & outcomes. It will enable us to gather all information in one place; distribute
and disseminate and direct the flow in adequate ways through adequate channels and in accessible
and user friendly formats. It will make it possible for us to reach our target groups and regurlarly
confirm and make good use of both hits & misstakes.

7. 22 co-producing workshops
Grafikwerkstatt Dresden & Fyns Grafiske Værksted will not be listed here as they are partners, but
they also house advanced printshops that will take part in the project.
Grafikværkstedet på Kirsten Kjær Museet, Frøstrup, Denmark
Grafisk Værksted Næstved, Denmark
Albatross Editions, Tallin, Estonia
Saimaa University of Applied Sciences, Imatra, Finland
The Graphic Artist Association, Lahti, Finland
Atelier TORBEN BO HALBIRK, Paris, France
Maison de la gravure méditerranée, Montpelier, France
L’Empreinte 04 a Manosque, France≈
Die Alte Feuerwache, Dresden, Germany

Vilnius Graphic Art Center, Lithuania
Stichting Grafisch Centre Groningen, Netherlands
Art Print Residence, Barcelona, Spain
Tidaholms Konstgrafiska Verkstad, Sweden
Skaraborgs Konstgrafiska Verkstad, Skövde, Sweden
Ålgården, artists workshops and gallery, Borås, Sweden
KKV, Göteborg, Sweden
Everyday Picture Company, Mölndal, Sweden
Grafikverkstan Godsmagasinet, Uttersberg, Sweden
Grafiska Sällskapet & grafikverkstan, Stockholm, Sweden
Litografiska Museet i Huddinge, Sweden
Northen Print, Newcastle, UK
Edinburgh Printmakers, UK

7:1 Two examples of co-producing workshops
Examples of activities of two very different workshops that both hold the unquestionable professional expertise in printmaking that the project demands:
Edinburgh Printmakers & Die Alte Feuerwache in Dresden.

Die Alte Feuerwache Loschwitz
has a printshop but also a lot of other cultural activities: est. 1991
• print workshop: lithography and intaglio
• gallery with monthly changing exhibitions with local, national and international artists
• artist interviews in the gallery and in the artistpub „Trille“
• Yearly „Day of the open house“ in general and possibilities to do workshops in artistic genres
• Cooperation with dca (Dresden Contemporary Art witch is a cooperation inbetween contemporary
galeries in Dresden and corresponding possibilities to exchange) and cooperation work with the
bienale artfestival „ORNÖ“
• As local cooperation work we work together with „Elbhangfestverein e.V.“ organising the yearly
biggest local event. Further minor exchanges and local assosiations
• cooperations with elementary schools, secondary schools, vocational schools and colleges of higher education
• For general public we have 22 courses and open studios in the categories fine, plastic, visual and
grafic (litho) arts, music in all its variaties and dance, performance and theatre for all generations
• As longtime projects we do the accomodation work for the exchange Programme of the city called
„Artist in residence“ and exchanges for the european volontary service“ evs“
• Per year we organise around 50 events in all contemporary arts genres.
Iris Meusemann
Alte Feuerwache Loschwitz e.V

Edinburgh Printmakers:
Workshop that provide all printmaking techniques.
Established in 1967 as the first open access studio in Britain, Edinburgh Printmakers is an organisation dedicated to the practice of fine art printmaking.

• two publicly accesible gallery spaces adjacent to our print studio with an ongoing exhibition programme of free admission exhibitions with visitor figures in 2014-15 being over 10,000 people.
• a programme of public talks, lectures and artists talks in our gallery space. In 2014-15 we held 13
talks and events with 700 participants. Our talks and events are promoted on our website and are
almost always fully booked.
• Each year we hold an annual Open day with printmaking workshops, demonstrations, talks and
exhibition preview. Attendance is on average 3-400 people throughout the day.
• Stands at art fairs including: Edinburgh Art Fair, Glssgow Art Fair, London original print fair
• participate in several arts Festivals and public events including Edinburgh Arts Festival, Leith Late,
Art Late as part of Edinburgh Arts Festival, Doors Open Day weekend. We participate in outreach
events to promote Edinburgh Printmakers running drop in activities for example at Fountainbridge
Canal Festival.
• an ongoing relationships with local primary and secondary schools and host printmaking workshops
and visits organised in collaboration with school teachers.
• 60 publicly accessible printmaking courses each year with over 400 places and an addtional 10 tailored courses with community groups and organisations.
• Partners in recent projects 2014-15 include: Edinburgh International Science Festival, Scottish Poetry Library, UK Astronomy Centre, Edinburgh University.
• Our public gallery overlooks our print studio and so all visitors to the gallery can view the activities
in the print studio through the viewing window. Visitors may also be able to have guided tour when
possible.
• We are currently involved in a Capital development project to relocate to a larger premises in 2018.
This will increase capacity within the organisation with a dedicated education space for outreach
and community printmaking workshops as well as improved printmaking facilities within our Open
Acces print studio and equipment for additional processes, an additional gallery space and a publicly
accesible print archive resource.
Alastair Clark,
Studio Director: studodirector@edinburghprintmakers.co.uk
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